
About

     Forerunner in introducing advanced systems, technologies, and accounting processes �����

I am a self-motivated Accounts professional, who can recognize how processes can improve and effectively implement positive
changes. Being a self-starter, I can prioritize multiple deliverables, initiate solutions, and can be a strong team player in
helping achieve the goals of the accounting function.

My background shows that I can interact with all departments as well as lead important projects. As a driven individual, I led
process improvement efforts, including working directly with cross-functional team members to automate various processes for
the organization. Accounting and Operations are my forte. I believe with the right mixture of great ideas and funding; one can
create powerful change. I have been a key player in cash management and allocated funding to where it is most effective.
At XX, I kept the farm operational despite low grain prices due to change in Tariff trade policies and the pandemic. Within my
previous experience, I have saved the company $ 70K plus in S&U Tax and penalties. In the past 20 years, I have shrunken
scope creep and improved project tracking, and ensured to always stay on top of spend and project activities. I am also a 
rollup-your-sleeves leader who can function as both a doer and a delegator as situations dictate. I have mentored 18 individuals 
on department workflow, development of efficient procedures, and use of resources while maintaining a high level of accuracy.

Skills
+ Budgeting & Forecasting
+ Financial Analysis
+ Cash Flow Management
+ Financial Accounting
+ Documentation & Reporting
+ Process Improvement
+ Project Management
+ Reconciliation
+ Accounts Payable & Receivable
+ Audit
+ Strategy Planning
+ P&L

I think that's pretty much me in a nutshell, I have high energy and always wish there were more hours in each day. I don't
believe I have ever been bored, there is always so much to do, see and learn.

Let’s connect and discuss further!   

Miles Cleveland
Supporting organizations with general accounting, project job costing, and cash flow management    | Forward thinking
Accountant | Innovator
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